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- We have 7 years of experience with RFC 2434
- Framework largely solid
- Plenty of experience to reflect in update
- Ready for wider IETF review
- One more revision, then maybe IETF LC?
- Now is a good time to review!
- draft-narten-iana-considerations-rfc2434bis-04.txt
Change Highlights

• "IETF Consensus" term -> "IETF Review"
• Reflect IETF documents vs. RFC Editor submissions
• Better examples of "what to put in IANA considerations"
  – When creating a new registry
  – When requesting assignment from registry
• IESG has authority to step in when circumstances dictate
• Specification Required now implies use of Designated Expert
Change Highlights (cont).

- Appeals handled via standard 2026 process
- Expanded text on Designated Expert
  - Accountable to community
  - Transparency
  - Timeliness